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Since 1988 Inspire has been providing support to adults with learning disabilities and additional 
support needs, including autism, across the North-east of Scotland. A registered charity, we now 
operate more than 40 different services in locations within Aberdeen City, Aberdeenshire, Moray 
and Angus, providing person-centred support to more than 320 people. 

Our vision is to empower people’s life choicesempower people’s life choices. This is achieved through a wide range of services 
including residential and supported accommodation projects, support to people living in their 
communities,, respite and emergency respite care, our innovative day services - Inspire...By - and 
added value social activities that promote physical and mental wellbeing. 

Sadly, as it was for most people, 2021 was another extremely testing year for everyone at Inspire 
as we battled with the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic and associated challenges. However, despite 
the difficult times there were also plenty of moments of joy and happiness with the dedication of 
our staff ensuring the people we support continued to stay safe and well and achieve many of their 
desired outcomes over the past twelve months.

We hope you enjoy reading this review of 2021 and can take inspiration from the resilience and 
adaptability of the people we support as we move forward into 2022.
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I have to admit that as I read the 2020 Annual Review with the statement from my predecessor as 
Chair, Allan Dick, I did not expect the theme to be quite as similar as we move into 2022. 

In my first year as Chair of the Board, it would be fair to say that following on the heels of an 
unprecedented 2020, 2021 was yet again one of the most extraordinary and challenging years in the 
history of Inspire. Along with the rest of society, the challenges that the social care sector has faced 
have been unprecedented. I’m proud to report that despite the uncertainty and difficulties of the 
past 12 months, the resilience of the organisation has shone through. 

Throughout the year our focus as an organisation was naturally on the safety and protection of the 
people we support throughout this global pandemic. As a result of the hard work, dedication, and 
diligence of the whole team, we had a comparatively small number of Covid-19 outbreaks within the 
organisation. These were all managed effectively and with positive outcomes. 

During the year, I am particularly pleased to share that we continued to deliver quality and safe 
services across our four geographical areas, despite the many challenges. We also ensured that 
we continued our added value offering to the people we support throughout the challenges of two 
national lockdowns. 

• We continued to build on our programme of online activities from the previous year to ensure 
that the people we support had fulfilling days. From cooking to meditation, and fitness classes to 
Makaton choir, the people we support had access to a myriad of activities to enrich their lives.

Chair of the Board’s Statement

Gillian Thomson, 
Chair of the Board
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• We have worked hard to enhance our 
communication with families, continuing monthly zoom 
calls with family members, monthly newsletters and 
a dedicated section on our website. It has been heart 
breaking for families not to be able to spend time with 
their loved ones, and we would like to thank them for 
their continued understanding and support.
• In the latter half of the year, as society started to 
open up again, we were delighted to get some of the 
people we support together for face-to-face activities 
such as Boccia, walking and Supper Club. 
• Our annual Sparkles disco was held virtually 
once more on Halloween. It was fantastic to see 
everyone enjoying themselves with music, dancing and 
there were some amazing spooky outfits! 

On top of the challenges presented by the pandemic, we had additional challenges towards the 
end of the year as Storm Arwen hit, leaving several of our services without electricity or water. I 
was pleased to see how everyone supported each other to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all 
the people we support. 

At our AGM in November 2020, we said farewell to board members Sally Shaw and Peter 
Blackledge, as well as welcoming new board member, Mike Hebenton. Mike brings with him vast 
experience in the social care sector, and I’m delighted to have him joining us. 

As a board, one of the consistent topics of discussion, particularly towards the end of the year 
was staffing. The challenges here have only been made worse by the ongoing pandemic. I’d like to 
take this opportunity to express my sincere appreciation on behalf of myself and the board to all 
our staff who continue to work flexibly, taking on shifts at new services and at the last minute to 
ensure we can maintain the high level of care of the people we support. 

Finally, none of the work that Inspire does, whether that is providing essential care to the people 
we support, or enriching their lives with the variety of activities on offer, would be possible 
without the continued hard work and dedication of our CEO, Linda Gray, the Leadership Team, 
and all the staff and volunteers involved in the organisation. The end of the year provides an 
opportunity for reflection, and as I reflect on 2021 I would like to recognise and thank each and 
every one of you for everything you do for the organisation. Thank you. 

Gillian Thomson, Chair of the Board



Almost exactly a year ago I wrote in our Annual Review for 2020 that surely things could only get 
better in 2021 but here I am twelve months down the line reporting on another year of Covid-related 
challenges.

For a spell in the early part of the year there is no doubt that things did improve - restrictions lifted, 
it became easier for families to visit their loved ones again and the people we support were able to 
start getting out and about within their communities again, but latterly we all have faced some real 
challenges again as we have been faced with the new Omicron variant and associated restrictions - 
some of which remain in place at the time of writing this piece.

Our strategic plan for 2021 was to transition beyond the pandemic and align the organisation with 
the key themes of the Independent Review of Adult Social Care in Scotland. Whilst we have begun 
this process, the day-to-day challenges posed by Coronavirus means we still have work to do on this 
- something that we hope we will be able to approach with less challenge in 2022.

The harsh reality was that our primary focus over the last twelve months once again became keeping 
the people we support and our staff safe and well from Coronavirus and I am pleased to report that 
we have managed to achieve this thanks to the patience, commitment, hard work and understanding 
of everyone associated with Inspire.

Despite the challenges there have, of course, also been many positives in 2021. First and foremost 
the resilience of the people we support and our staff continues to amaze and inspire me in equal 
measure and I have been delighted to see so many folk enjoying the Virtual Activities programme 
that our Activities Co-ordinators have delivered on Zoom over the past twelve months. Whilst it is not 
the same as all being together in person, being able to gather remotely for social calendar staples 
such as our annual Summer BBQ and Sparkles Ball was lovely and a much-needed reminder of why 
we do what we do. We remain hopeful that perhaps 2022 will be the year that we can recommence 
face-to-face events properly again as they provide the meaningful contact with friends from other 
services that the people we support so treasure. We were also able to significantly grow our presence 
in Angus with the opening of our Windmill Brae service in Forfar and maintain our level of business 
across all areas of operation.

My final word as ever goes to everyone who helps make Inspire the organisation it is - our dedicated 
Board of Trustees, our Health and Social Care Partnership Colleagues, our funders, volunteers and 
corporate supporters and our wonderful staff - 2021 has been a year like no other - apart from 2020! 
- but together we have remained strong and can look forward to 2022 and beyond with hope and 
optimism.

Thank you all for everything you do,

Linda Gray, CEO66 77

CEO’s Statement We have also faced the unprecedented situation with regards to staffing shortages across, not 
just our sector, but in general throughout the country. Recruitment levels have remained strong 
at Inspire which has been encouraging, but the competition for employment in all sectors, but 
especially ours, is significant and we have had to work harder than ever to ensure we can attract 
the right people to come and join our team. The Scottish Government commitment to an increase in 
social staff hourly rate to over £10 an hour was welcome news and is hopefully just the start of long 
overdue, increased recognition for the critical work that social care staff do.
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Added Value Activities
Over the course of 2021 our team of Activity Co-ordinators delivered more than 800 
virtual activity sessions for the people we support as well as an additional 200 
service-specific or individualised sessions.

Our annual BBQ and Sparkles Ball were both held as virtual events again this year 
with more than 150 people logging-in on each occasion. Whilst the majority of our 
activities did take place on-line, as restrictions eased we were able to hold a limited 
number of small-scale, face-to-face events - including establishing a Boccia group in 
Ellon, a walking group in Aberdeen and re-starting our popular Supper Club. We look 
forward to building on this in 2022.

Nicola, from Inverurie, 
attended 209 sessions 
over the twelve 

months.
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"I enjoy playing darts with 
everyone, picking songs 
for my walk-on music 
and meeting new people." 

(John, Huntly)

"I enjoy playing Boccia on zoom and it's nice to see my friends each week. I also enjoy keeping the 
scores." (Gordon, Ellon) 

Jane, from Stonehaven, 
attended 286 sessions in 

2021.

Colin, from Inverurie, 
attended 261 sessions 

during 2021. 



Hugh’s Story

Whilst the travel restrictions that we faced as a result of Coronavirus meant it was difficult 
for anyone to get away on holiday in 2021, this didn’t mean that the people we support spent 
all their time stuck at home.

When the Scottish Government guidance permitted it, we supported the risk assessment 
of days out for people we support to local places of interest  with many enjoying day trips, 
accompanied by their staff, to new locations, including Hugh, who lives in one of our 
Aberdeen City Centre services and had a great day out at the Museum of Scottish Lighthouses 
in Fraserburgh.
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Alexa for the People We SupportAlexa for the People We Support
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At Inspire we are always looking for ways to utilise technology to enhance the lives of the people 
we support and the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic meant we had plenty of 
opportunities to try out new things!

Funding was secured to enable us to purchase laptops, I-pads and Kindles 
so the people we support could log-in and take part in our virtual activities 
programme and we also trialled the use of Alexa technology and an app 

called Voiceitt, which enables 
people who may not otherwise 
be able to communicate with 
their Smart device to use it 
independently.

Grant, who lives in one of our services in Inverurie 
loves music and had a CD player in his room which 
he used daily. He struggled to change CD’s without 
staff support, 
however, and 
so with a bit 
of training 
and through 
trialling the 
use of Alexa 

and Voiceitt, Grant was able to communicate with the device 
and ask for songs or artists he wanted to listen to. He has also 
had a smart plug fitted to a lamp so he can switch the light 
on and off when he chooses by saying “Alexa light on or off 
please”. 

Grant has enjoyed the benefits of the Alexa trial so much that 
a relative bought him his own Alexa device for Christmas and 
he is continuing to learn about its many capabilities. He said: 
“I love my Alexa, she is fun and knows all my favourite music”.



David’s Story
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Like many charities, our fundraising efforts in 2021 were 
severely impacted by the Coronavirus pandemic with 
many mass-participation events cancelled, including, for 
the second consecutive year, our annual Firewalk.

We were fortunate, however, to receive vital support 
from a number of grant-making bodies, including, 
amongst others, The Robertson Trust, the Digital-Boost 
Development Fund, Aberdeen Student Show, the Co-op 
Community Fund, ACVO Anchor Fund, the Fairer Aberdeen 
Fund and the Morningfield Association.  These donations 
enabled us to grow our virtual activities programme and 
ensure services were able to properly 
mark occasions like Easter, Halloween 
and Christmas with extra funding in 

place and a huge thank-you goes to everyone who supported our 
work over the past twelve months.

One virtual fundraising event which did go 
ahead last year was the Kiltwalk with more than 
40 people, including many staff and people 
we support, helping to raise nearly £5,000 for 
Inspire with their efforts. This included David, 
who is supported by Inspire and lives in Aberdeen. He walked 
over 25km over four days in locations ranging from the Bucksburn 
Valley, Inverbervie and Gourdon, to Stonehaven, Aboyne and 
around Aberdeen and raised £280.
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Quality of SupportQuality of Support
The Coronavirus pandemic continued to have an impact on the 
frequency  of Care Inspectorate inspections and as a result only a 
small number of Inspire services were inspected in 2021. Those 
services which did receive 

visits experienced inspections based on the 
Care Inspectorate’s Health and Social Care 
Standards and Quality Frameworks. There was 
an enhanced focus on Infection Prevention and 
Control requirements associated with social 
care including those requirements specific to 
Covid-19.  

Robust internal quality assurance continues to be paramount, this includes the 
implementation of Covid-19 specific Scottish Government guidance and associated 
documentation. In addition, quality assurance continues to take the form of audits and 
quality improvement activities associated with key areas of service delivery.

Selection of quotes from Care Inspectorate reports 
and feedback from family members in 2021.

"We saw warm encouraging interactions between 
staff and people who used the service."

"Staff responded to people’s requests for help 
or advice promptly and effectively which 
demonstrated good knowledge about people's 
needs."

"Staff told us they felt well supported and safe 
at work"

At the end of December 2021, our average At the end of December 2021, our average 
Care Inspectorate grades were as follows - Care Inspectorate grades were as follows - 
(Grade 4 is classified as Good)(Grade 4 is classified as Good)

Quality of Care & Support - 4.7Quality of Care & Support - 4.7
Quality of Leadership/Management - 4.43Quality of Leadership/Management - 4.43
Quality of Staffing - 4.4Quality of Staffing - 4.4
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"I'm happy with how he is being 
supported and I'm kept informed about 
what’s happening, GP appointments and 
such."

"The staff are lovely and I'm very happy 
with the service. I've no concerns."

"Things are going really well for her. 
Staff are lovely. They take her in her 
car or out on the bus. They take her to 
a variety of places locally and further 
afield."

Family Care Inspectorate



Financial, Health & Safety StatisticsFinancial, Health & Safety Statistics

Health and Safety
Reports :The Reporting of Reports :The Reporting of 
Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous 
Occurrences Regulations 1995  (as Occurrences Regulations 1995  (as 
amended) and the Reporting of amended) and the Reporting of 
Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous 
Occurrences Regulations 2013Occurrences Regulations 2013

20212021 20202020 20192019

Number of major injuries 1 1 1
Major injuries incident rate

   No of major injuries   
   No of persons employed

Number of major injuries per 1,000 
persons employed

1.73 1.75 1.72

Number of over 7 day injuries  (this 
became reportable under RIDDOR  
from 6 April 2012)

1 1 0

Over 7 day injuries incident rate

   No of over 7 day injuries      
   No of persons employed

Number of over 7 day injuries per 
1,000 persons employed

1.73 1.75 0

A person at work (a worker) has 
been diagnosed as having COVID-19 
attributed to an occupational 
exposure to coronavirus

No of Covid-19 occupational 
exposures
No of persons employed

15.65 - -

x1000

x1000
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George’s StoryGeorge’s Story

Many of the people we support are huge lovers of live music and one of the hardest parts of the 
Covid restrictions was the cancellation of so many concerts in 2021 that they were so looking 

forward to attending.

The easing of some restrictions towards the end of the year allowed many of these shows to 
be rescheduled and it was brilliant to see the people we support getting back to enjoying live 

music again - albeit with some Covid rules still in place.

George, who lives in Peterhead, is a huge Daniel O’ Donnell fan and was delighted to be able to 
finally attend his postponed concert at the Music Hall, in Aberdeen, towards the end of the year 

and said it was absolutely worth the wait.
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Financials

The data shown is for the financial year April 
1st 2020 to March 31st 2021. A full copy of the 
most recent audited accounts is available on 
request

Income from charitable activities: 12.92m
Other: 0.254m

12.92m

0.254m

x1000



If you would like further information about the work of Inspire, please get in touch using the If you would like further information about the work of Inspire, please get in touch using the 
details below.details below.

Inspire (Partnership Through Life) Ltd (trading as ‘Inspire’) is registered in Scotland as a company limited by guarantee Inspire (Partnership Through Life) Ltd (trading as ‘Inspire’) is registered in Scotland as a company limited by guarantee 
and having charitable status. Registered Scottish Charity No. SC000038 | Company Registration No. 113676and having charitable status. Registered Scottish Charity No. SC000038 | Company Registration No. 113676

www.inspireptl.org.ukwww.inspireptl.org.uk

T: 01224 280005T: 01224 280005
E: info@inspiremail.org.ukE: info@inspiremail.org.uk

@inspireptl@inspireptl

Inspire Inspire 
Beach BoulevardBeach Boulevard
AberdeenAberdeen
AB24 5HPAB24 5HP


